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1 Introduction
1.1 The Initiative
atlantis° is about upgrading humanity to a new conscious awareness. Of the reality we breath in, of the culture we live, in how we create. Of
wrapping the earth in a collective consciousness. It is an initiative to empower humanity, to support its development and enable a different
type of growth on this planet.

1.2 This brochure
1.2.1 WHAT IT CONTAINS
This brochure is a short overview of the core things - which we call scopes - around which atlantis° is being built.

1.2.2 THE WHY
Bundling them together in a separate document allows them to be shared, discussed, referenced and be tracked.

1.2.3 STATUS
These scopes are in a state of development.

1.2.4 STYLE AND WHO IT IS FOR
The style used in this brochure is more of a technical, project language type.
It is for everybody who has interest in the atlantean fundamentals.

1.2.5 CHANGES
Changes please to:
Editor team email: docs@coWorld.org

1.3 Symbols / Speak
Within this document words are used as a symbol for a thought, a concept, an idea. Due to the limitations of our language, some symbols have
multiple meanings, with visual and perhaps "negative" emotional anchors. An example is the word "God" - For some it is the divine, for others
it is an old man on a throne who throws people into hell. There are also concepts which the Egi - the chatter box within - also called the Ego or
innervoice which is constantly on air -will not like. Depending on your cultural background, your religious upbringing, your education or
experience, these concepts might cause the Egi to provoke a strong negative reaction within you. Please remember this whilst reading, to
look past the symbol for the contextual meaning, to read the document from a neutral point of view without judgement, with equanimity.
Follow your intuition or gut feelings.

1.4 Other Resources
OTHER DOCUMENTS
The following documents might be of interest:
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where "en" = English, "de" = German.

WEB RESOURCES
atlantis°Today: The magazine - The front face of atlantis°. https://atlantis.today
r°Some: For information about the (awe) rsome r°, r1 and r2 mindset shifting. https://rsome.org
coWorld: Coordinating services for atlantis°. https://coworld.org

2 General
2.1 Thingies
The things described in this document can be classed as ideas, concepts, views. Depending on your awareness the value of the things change.
Just like a glass, when seen for the first time from above is a circle, and then with changing viewpoint, light and understanding, changes into a
glass as we know it, some of the things described in this document also change in their understanding and value with increasing experience
and knowledge.
Some things experienced in our universe are unexplainable. An example is what happens in a syscoe or family constellation. For somebody
who has never actively taken part, seeing one for the first time goes against their understanding of the world: The Ego can suggest that the
people are acting some kind of secret play. As soon as the person "experiences" one themselves, they get a shift in their understanding and
awareness. People who take part in hundreds get a glimpse of the divine's orchestration behind them.

2.2 Naming
This things described here are generally classed as "scopes" as the concepts which will be built on top of these "thingies" are being defined
within the "scope" of that thingy.

2.3 Awareness
The included scopes are emerging out of a set of awareness'es of the world. For more information see the separate Awareness document ( A
reference to it can be found under the "Other documents" section.)

2.4 Presentation
Within atlantis° many of the objects, the scopes, are interconnected with each other. They can be organised in a hierarchical structure, flat
structure as well as a multi-dimensional cellular structure, depending on the viewpoint. To represent this multi-dimensional connectivity and
cell structure we use shapes, such as hexagons and the flower of life symbol.

2.5 Terms
For new things we need new words.

2.5.1 A NEW WORD - FLOVE
The word flove - from the words flow/flux and love - is a generic symbol being used as a definition for the energy which is flowing when love or
good feelings are being felt, when financial tokens or money are being transferred to create value, for the feeling of abundance, of goodness.

3 Topics
The following scopes are of general topics.

3.1 Co'ism
To help catalog services, co'ism services, i.e. things we do with each others such as co'operation, co'sharing, co'mmunicating, co'working,
co'living, etc. within atlantis° are being grouped in six prime groups called "Elementals".

Where:
co°Aware - for awareness
co°Sein - for being
co°Habita - for living together, habitation
co°Culture
co°Share - for brotherhood, communication, exchange
co°Gestalt - for creating

3.2 Multiverse
We are living in multiple realities, "worlds" or "universes" such as the technology orientated "metaverse".

Where:
emoverse - The emotional parallel universe to our existence where thoughts come into action, where emotional events are saved.
coverse - Is our conscious universe - the human orientated physical universe into which we are born into.
metaverse - the technological virtual or mixed reality world.

3.3 Web
Where "Web" is the weaving of a fabric of energy around the earth or Gaia.

Parts:
ConsciousWeb - Being done via the setting up conscious hubs.i.e. beacons.
EmuWeb - Interpersonal relationships i.e. via 1stFamily.
CultureWeb - A collection of cultureware regioplexes.

3.4 Wesen
atlantis° revolves around three axialities:
The SeinWesen - the being
The GroupWesen - the group
The HumanicusWesen - the species
Where:
-wesen is from the German for being, and
-sein for be.
They are symbols for something with which we are connected to and which are evolving.

If the SeinWesen is more in flove, then the GroupWesen is more in flove. And when the GroupWesen is in flove then the Humanicus.

4 Portfolios
4.1 General
The scope of a "Portfolio" is to focus on a specific large area of impact.
Portfolios consist of a group of services, and due to their size they might also be called an initiative.
Note: The following is a "scratch pad" to start collecting ideas. The names will be changed.

4.2 Inside
4.2.1 ATLANTIS°CORE
Providing core services to the atlantis° initiatives.

4.2.2 ATLANTIS°LAB
°Lab from Laboratory. The services to keep the main atlantis° framework updated. The framework is in a state of flux and will change with
time.

4.2.3 ATLANTIS°ON
atlantis°On is about bringing power to atlantis° activities.

4.2.4 ATLANTIS°PROFA
°Profa - Focused on the atlantis° profile.

4.2.5 ATLANTIS°SEED
Getting atlantis° going, and seeding new initiatives.

4.3 Outside
4.3.1 ATLANTIS°FOSTA
atlantis°Fosta is about the development of the atlantis° ecosystem.

4.3.2 ATLANTIS°INITIATIVE
The formal framework to empower the concept of atlantis°.

4.3.3 ATLANTIS°NEWSA
°Newsa - Services focused on media.

4.3.4 ATLANTIS°PROMA
atlantis°Proma services are focused on the promotion of the ecosystem and service units.

4.3.5 ATLANTIS°TODAY
atlantis°Today is the online magazine - the front face - of the atlantis° Initiative.

4.3.6 ATLANTIS°TRIBA
°Triba - Services focused around the atlantis° communities.

4.3.7 ATLANTIS°WIKA
atlantis°Wika are data services.

4.4 The Humanities
4.4.1 ATLANTIS°CLEAN
°Clean - Cleaning up the systemic from the aftermaths and havoc of what the Egi has created, for more joy in life.

4.4.2 ATLANTIS°CULTIFUL
Fostering the development of CultureWare.

4.4.3 ATLANTIS°GARDEN
atlantis°Garden is focused on fostering a garden of cultural areas around the globe - Of growing cultural regioplexes.

4.4.4 ATLANTIS°MELT
°Melt is about melting the divide between cultures, with the main focus on shifting religions to being cultureware.

4.4.5 ATLANTIS°RISE
°Rise incorporates the r°Rise Initiative, which is focused on spreading the concept of r°, of increasing consciousness on the planet.

4.4.6 ATLANTIS°SHIFT
°Shift is a collection of services focused on shifting the mindset of humanity towards more awareness.

4.4.7 ATLANTIS°VILLE
atlantis°Ville focus is on the building of conscious communities - on land as well on the oceans.
Typical services are peaceville, oneship, peaceville°Corps.

4.4.8 ATLANTIS°WRAP
atlantis°Wrap's focus is on wrapping the world in a coat of collective consciousness via a grid of beacons.

5 Product Types
5.1 General
Atlantis° is centered around products i.e. services for humanity. To support their development, products can be grouped into similar groups,
which we define as "Wares". Examples of such "Ware" groups in our daily lives are Software, Hardware.

5.2 SpiritWare

Where SpiritWare is focused on the "spirit" - the mental energy:
ConsciousWare - On products to do with our consciousness.
EmuWare - On products focused around relationships.
CultureWare - On products supporting CultureWare.

